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IPSA National Award

Professor VS Ram IPSA National Senior Political 
Scientist Award 2015

The Indian Political Science Association finds immense 
pleasure in announcing its Professor VS Ram IPSA  National 
Senior Political Scientist Award for the year 2015 to 
Professor Snehalata Panda.

Professor V.S. Ram was the main inspiration behind the 
establishment of the first Department of Political Science in 
the University of Lucknow in 1922. He also served the Indian 
Political Science Association as President in 1942 and Editor 
in 1946 and 1948-49. During his celebrated career as 
distinguished political scientist and an immensely 
appreciated educationist, Professor Ram was instrumental in 
popularizing the study of Political Science in different 
universities of India. Indian Political Science Association 
salutes his academic leadership. We find it elating to 
remember the path-breaking intellectual commitment of 
Professor V.S. Ram on this occasion.

Professor Snehalata Panda is a seasoned political scientist 
of the country. She retired as Professor of Political Science 
from Berhampur University, Odisha. Dr. Panda has published 
extensively and regularly and continuously. She has more 
than seven books, eighty one research papers in reputed 
journals and publications and 14 papers in international 
conferences. She has fifteen articles in edited books. She has 
completed seven major research projects sponsored by 
University Grants Commission and Indian Council of Social 
Science Research. She has also been a regular contributor to 
Oriya journals and newspapers. She has superwised ten Ph.D. 
and 36 M. Phil scholars. She has actively participated in good 
number of seminars and conferences in and outside India. An 
active member of the Indian Political Science Association, 
Dr. Panda is an accomplished academician and an excellent 
scholar.

The Indian Political Science Association finds 
appropriate to recognize the academic contribution of 
Professor Panda. We wish her long healthy life.
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(Sanjeev Kumar Sharma)
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Sri Nihal Singh Yadav IPSA National Award for 
Contribution to the Study of Ancient Indian Politics 2015

Sri Nihal Singh Yadav IPSA National Award for Special 
Contribution to the Study of Ancient Indian Politics for the 
year 2015 goes to Professor Pawan Kumar Sharma.

Shri Nihal Singh Yadav was a philanthropic educationalist 
of rural Delhi, a popular teacher of English, deeply spiritual 
scholar of History, Urdu, Arabic and Persian and a trusted 
Ayurvedic practitioner. He travelled to Iran, Iraq, Egypt, 
Afghanistan, Japan etc with the army during the Second World 
War, but left it at the first opportunity, took a degree in 
Ayurveda and started a flourishing practice. Besides, he 
continued further studies and acquired degrees in Education 
and History and soon was invited to head a DAV School amidst 
Samaipur Badli Villages in Rural Delhi which he expanded to a 
senior secondary school. While studying Ayurveda, he was 
fascinated by Sanskrit which continued lifelong and made him 
advise his own children and a number of his students study 
Sanskrit and appreciate India and its civilization roots.

Dr. Pawan Kumar Sharma is Professor and Head, 
Department of Political Science, Atal Bihari Vajpayee Hindi 
University, Bhopal. He is young, energetic and enthusiastic 
scholar of Indian Politics. He has effectively demonstrated 
highly keen interest in the study of ancient Indian politics. He 
has published extensively on various aspects of political 
institutions in ancient India including a few books and a good 
number of research papers contributed in reputed journals of 
the discipline which include system of education in Ramayana 
period, system of village administration in ancient India, 
taxonomy of educational skills in Valmiki period, position and 
status of women in Valmiki Ramayana, human rights in 
ancient Indian tradition, human rights in Manu Smriti and 
Sanskrit literature, ancient Indian education system, ethics and 
human values in ancient India, education, society and state 
with special reference to Panini, Indian tradition of public 
opinion making, governance in Ramayana, good governance 
in Mahabharata, etc.

The Indian Political Science Association recognizes the 
academic contribution of Professor Pawan Kumar Sharma in 
the field of the study of ancient Indian politics. We wish him all 
success in his life.

25.10.15
Varanasi

(Sanjeev Kumar Sharma)
 General Secretary and Treasurer

IPSA National Young Political Scientist Award 2015
The IPSA National Young Political Scientist Award for 

the year 2015 is given to Dr. Anju Lis Kurian. 

Dr. Anju Lis Kurian is a young, hard working and 
promising political scientist. She has earned M.A. and M. 
Phil degrees in International Relations and Politics from 
Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala with flying 
colours. Besides attending many national and international 
conferences, she is also associated with a multi-disciplinary 
research journal. An active member of Indian Association for 
Women's Studies, Dr. Anju has also served as a volunteer in 
Arunachal Pradesh for free service and society upliftment. 
She has published more than sixteen research papers in 
various research journals. Dr. Anju is currently Post Doctoral 
Fellow on 'Climate Change and Environmental Governance : 
A Study of Livelihood Issues in Western Ghats Region of 
Kerala.

The Indian Political Science Association appreciates the 
continuous efforts of Dr. Anju Lis Kurian for the achievement 
of academic excellence and serious research. The Indian 
Political Science Association confers the IPSA National 
Young Political Scientist Award on Dr. Anju Lis Kurian and 
wishes her all success in her future endeavours.  
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(Sanjeev Kumar Sharma)
 General Secretary and Treasurer
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Sri Nihal Singh Yadav IPSA National Award for Special Contribution to the Study of Ancient Indian 

Politics for the year 2015 goes to Professor Pawan Kumar Sharma.

Shri Nihal Singh Yadav was a philanthropic educationalist of rural Delhi, a popular teacher of English, 

deeply spiritual scholar of History, Urdu, Arabic and Persian and a trusted Ayurvedic practitioner, Born to a farmer 

in South Haryana, he topped his province in board examination with distinction in all subjects but the financial 

constraints and non-availability of education institutions forced him to join as a clerk in the Army. He had a British 

General as his boss who hated his Indian clerk when he corrected his drafts grammatically and linguistically. He 

travelled to Iran, Iraq, Egypt, Afghanistan, Japan etc with the army during the Second World War, but left it at the 

first opportunity, took a degree in Ayurved and started a flourishing practice. Besides, he continued further studies 

and acquired degrees in Education and History and soon was invited to head a DAV School amidst Samaipur Badli 

Villages in Rural Delhi with 20 students and 2 make shift rooms which he expanded to a senior secondary school 

with around 2000 students of almost 20 neighbouring villages and produced board topers A Kind and 

compassionate soul, firm believer in equity and social and dignity for all, he encouraged and supported poor 

students for higher studies and provided free English coaching to girl students which he continued till his last 

breath While studying Ayurveda, he was fascinated by Sanskrit which continued lifelong and made him advise his 

own children and a number of his students study Sanskrit and appreciate India and its civilization roots.

 Dr. Pawan Kumar Sharma is Professor and Head, Department of Political Science, Atal Bihari Vajpayee 

Hindi University, Bhopal. He is young, energetic and enthusiastic scholar of Indian Politics. He has effectively 

demonstrated highly keen interest in the study of ancient Indian politics. He has published extensively on various 

aspects of political institutions in ancient India including a few books and a good number of research papers 

contributed in reputed journals of the discipline which include system of education in Ramayana period, system of 

village administration in ancient India, taxonomy of educational skills in Valmiki period, position and status of 

women in Valmiki Ramayana, human rights in ancient Indian tradition, human rights in Manu Smriti and Sanskrit 

literature, ancient Indian education system, ethics and human values in ancient India, education, society and state 

with special reference to Panini, Indian tradition of public opinion making, governance in Ramayana, good 

governance in Mahabharata, etc.

The Indian Political Science Association recognizes the academic contribution of Professor Pawan 

Kumar Sharma in the field of the study of ancient Indian politics.

We wish him all success in his life.

Varanasi

(Sanjeev Kumar Sharma)
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